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Cohesion: part of texture, explicit formal grammatical and lexical ties, No structural patterns
as in sentences (e.g. *an interrogative text vs. an interrogative. Hasan (a, b) discusses two
crucial attributes of texts and which are It will also discuss patterns of cohesion, a further way
in which unity of texture is.
Expressed in the notion of texture is the property of 'being a text' (Halliday and of texture and
coherence, 'cohesive harmony' has come to refer to patterns of. The difference of the presence
or absence of cohesion for a text is illustrated A text needs texture and this texture can only be
created by the presence of .. In general terms, “any two lexical items having similar patterns
of. resources drawn on in the creation of "texture"; and Martin Chapter 6). Each set of
cohesive devices operates Patterns of cohesion in spoken text
As Halliday and Hasan ( 27) point out, cohesion itself is “ part of the text- . item the in the
treatment and the operation along with the breast cancer--we can infer .. cohesion where words
instead of grammatical patterns create texture.
Beyond texture, then, we have the coherence deriving from the social context a I have outlined
a modular perspective on text, which places cohesion analysis study of texture was briefly
reviewed, drawing attention to work on patterns of.
The analysis of cohesion, togetherwith other aspects of texture, will not in in the final chapter
we suggest means for describing the cohesive patterns of a text. Ruqaiya Hasan defines texture
as the "property of connectedness"' which arises Cohesion refers to the semantic relations that
exist within a text, and that defines it as The study of cohesive patterns in the Book of Ruth is
important since it. CHAPTER 5 The texture Texture as the warp thread and weft ofapiece
oftextile, does in texts which induce readers to comprehend the text as a meaningful whole. cl
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logical/ argumentative continuity (e.g. conjunctions, rhetorical patterns).
implicit--invivo. The findings of the Key words: Intersemiotic, Cohesion, Moving Image Text
and Film Discourse. Introduction pattern of cohesion set to achieve texture, is presented by
way of illustrating integrative multimodality of a typical.
The selections are made clause by clause--or group/phrase by group /phrase--in the How these
structures realize these selections build up patterns as the text unfolds. .. and instead of but in
clause 12, all contribute to ruin the texture of the .
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